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 Latest Sport News
 Last weekend Leicester City FC made head news all across the top sports websites by beating Southampton away with a 0-9 victory. The reason why this made top news across most top sports websites is because this is the biggest away win in Premier League history. Another amazing fact is that this win accrued after a year of the tragic helicopter crash where then club owner Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha lost his life. Many top sports websites agree that this was an additional motivation for the foxes.











Overview of Basketball World Cup 2019


 The FIBA Basketball World Cup 2019 took place in China and it recorded the highest ever participants with 32 of the best teams taking part of this amazing tournament. Interesting news is that this was the first time the event took place in China, as it marked the 18th edition of the FIBA Basketball World Cup. There were a total of 8 host cities across 5 provinces which included Beijing, Wuhan, Foshan, Dongguan, Shenzhen, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Nanjing. Over the course of 16 games a total of 92 games were played.
 The Final of the FIBA Basketball World Cup 2019 took place in Beijing on the 15th of September where Spain took home the trophy, beating Argentina 95-75. It was a very one-sided final, one where Spain had total dominance. France finished third place in this tournament, beating Australia with a score of 67-59. Tournament favorites Serbia, finished on a disappointing 5th place, beating the Czech Republic 90-81, which was bad news for Serbian fans.
 Spain’s Ricky Rubio was named MVP of the tournament and he was also named in the All-Tournament Team. That team also featured his fellow countryman Marc Gasol, veteran Luis Scola who rolled back the years and surprised everyone at the tournament with his performances. Finishing off the All-Tournament team are Serbia’s Bogdan Bogdanovic and France’s Evan Fournier.














Football - Most Popular Sport for Betting


 Football is the world’s most popular sport according to latest news. Some of the [image: ]top sports websites suggest that football is in the lead with most fans and most views amongst all sports. It is the most popular sport in Europe and in South America, with latest news suggesting a growing popularity in North America in recent years. Being such a popular sport it is only natural to assume that it attracts a lot of fans. Some of those fans like to spice things up with additional sports betting. Football as a sports betting category offers a ton of options, excitement and most of all fun.
 The most convenient way to bet on football is via an online casino website. Online casino sites are very user friendly and convenient, you can bet from anywhere at anytime. There are a lot of online casino sites that offer sports betting, amongst which you will find football as well. For a complete list of online casino sites that are authorized and safe, visit http://bestcanadiangames.com/. There you can search not only for sites that accept sports bets but also for sites that offer the best games, so you may spend the remainder of your bonus after you place your predictions. Online casino sites also offer a casino bonus. There is the welcome casino bonus and the no deposit casino bonus, both will help you win some real money. The welcome bonus usually depends on your deposit, whereas the no deposit casino bonus gives players a chance to play for free right upon registration. This provides you with a chance to make some real money right at the start, providing you with a wind in your back.







Most Influential Athletes of All Time


 There have been a lot of great athletes over the course of history that left a huge mark in sports. Most top sports websites agree on some of the names we’re about to mention in our list. We’ve decided to include most of the popular sports and athletes, so here is what we’ve came up with:
 Pele
 First name on our list is the king of football himself. He is a three time World Cup winner and also holds the Guinness World Record for the most career goals (1283 goals in 1363 games).
 Muhammad Ali
 According to a lot of top sports websites Muhammad Ali is the most influential athlete of all time. Aside from taking part in some of the biggest fights in history, like, The Fight of the Century, The Rumble in the Jungle, and the Thrilla in Manila, Ali was also making news because of his political stances.







 Michael Jordan
 The first Michael on our list, he is a 6 time NBA champion and in addition to that, he is a 5 time NBA MVP. In 1999 he was named as the greatest athlete of the 20th century, according to ESPN, one of the top sports websites on there.
 Usain Bolt
 Next on our list is the fastest man in the World, Usain Bolt himself. He is the record holder for 100 meters, which he set in 2009, finishing the race in 9.58 seconds. This is a record that many top sports websites agree that won’t be beaten in a long time.
 Michael Phelps
 Another Michael on our list. He is the most decorated Olympian of all time, with a total of 18 gold medals to his name. That is twice as much as the second one on that list. Phelps made big news in 2014 when he announced that he was coming out of retirement, which means we are in for more exciting things.
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Other Top Sports Websites


 There are many excellent sports news sources these days. With the advancement of technology there aren’t as many sports news magazines as before, but there are still big names out there. Many people prefer to get their news from websites. Some of the most popular sports news websites include: Yahoo! Sports, ESPN, Bleacher Report, CBSSports, Sports Illustrated, FoxSports and NBC Sports.
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